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ABSTRACT
Clouds play an important role in regulating the radiation budget of the atmosphere
and are responsible for altering or maintaining the global climate. Understanding the
interaction between clouds and radiation is necessary for accurate models that predict
future climate and weather changes. The present cloud instruments are either zenithviewing, single-pixel instruments that calculate cloud amount using Taylor’s hypothesis
(spatial statistics are equal to temporal statistics), which do not work under certain
atmospheric conditions, or are imagers that operate in the visible spectrum, thereby
operating only in the daytime. Other imaging instruments use completely different
techniques for daytime and nighttime detection of clouds and have problems detecting
clouds at sunrise and sunset.
The Infrared Cloud Imager (ICI), a ground based, thermal infrared imager was
developed with funding from the Communications Research Laboratory (CRL), Japan, to
provide continuous 24-hour cloud measurement without difference in daytime or
nighttime sensitivity. The ICI is a spatially resolving instrument that measures the
downwelling atmospheric radiance in the 8-14 µm region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. The data collected are used to compute spatial and temporal cloud statistics.
Although the ICI was initially developed to measure Arctic clouds, it has been
successfully deployed in both Barrow, Alaska in the Spring of 2002 and in Lamont,
Oklahoma (mid-latitude plains) in Spring 2003.
I have developed algorithms for processing the ICI data based on Microwave
Radiometer (MWR) water vapor data, for identifying and classifying clouds, and have
demonstrated that ICI is capable of determining cloud statistics. From the radiative
transfer analysis of the ICI data, weekly and monthly cloud statistics show a general trend
of mostly clear and/or mostly cloudy skies with very small transition periods. Sky cover
histograms from Oklahoma show predominantly thick clouds in March and thin clouds in
April with a significant amount of variability in sky condition. The comparison of cloud
statistics obtained from the entire ICI image and from a single pixel in the ICI image
illustrates that zenith-viewing instruments generally tend to underestimate cloudiness.
The correlation between ICI percent cloudiness (using different thresholds for Oklahoma
data) with the Micro Pulse Lidar (MPL) cloudiness has also been analyzed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Clouds, the most prominent aspect of the sky that has fascinated people for years,
play an important role in maintaining the radiation budget of the atmosphere by
preventing the incoming shortwave solar radiation from reaching the earth and outgoing
longwave thermal radiation from escaping into the outer atmosphere. Clouds thus cool or
warm the earth, depending on their optical properties and spatial distribution. This
radiation feedback mechanism due to clouds and most significantly water vapor, the chief
greenhouse gas in the thermal longwave infrared spectral region, is believed to be
responsible for altering or maintaining the global climate (Ramanathan et al., 1995).
Thus, understanding the interaction between clouds and atmospheric radiation is essential
for building a good climate model. The most advanced of these models is the Global
Circulation Model (GCM) that has computer simulations to test the variation in the
world’s climate, in response to a variety of changes in the atmosphere such as increased
greenhouse gas concentration, changing cloudiness, etc. But there is always a limitation
to the amount of complexity that a computer model can handle to predict the future
climate or weather. The natural variability in climate, the assumptions made about future
atmospheric conditions, and the incomplete understanding of the total system contribute
to the above uncertainty. Nevertheless, with advancing technology, availability of more
data and the ability to inter-compare results from various models, these climate models
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are being used extensively in predicting the earth’s climate and weather and to foresee the
regional and global effect that their deviation from normal might cause.
Apart from providing the information necessary for climate studies,
measurements of cloud statistics or cloud cover fraction can provide link availability
statistics for optical ground-space or space-ground communication and thus help in
designing a network of telescopes/instruments on selected sites for uninterrupted data
transmission (Piazzolla et al., 2000). Clouds can blur the image of the object (e.g. star) in
the sky and can cause fading and induce diffractive beam spreading and scattering of the
received signal, leading to problems of intersymbol interference (ISI) and attenuated
received signal (Churnside et al., 1989; Shaik, 1988); i.e. clouds in the line-of-sight of an
optical satellite link can foil the completion of a successful data transfer.
A large number of programs and instruments have been dedicated to providing
information about the atmosphere and clouds, particularly for building a better, reliable,
universal climate model. One of the most significant of these programs is the
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program (ARM, www.arm.gov), supported by the
U.S Department of Energy (DOE). ARM’s purpose is to contribute to the development of
improved climate models by gathering field measurements to understand the processes
that control the thermal and solar radiative transfer in clouds and the atmosphere. For this
the ARM program has a host of instruments at strategically located sites in the North
Slope of Alaska (NSA), the Southern Great Plains (SGP), and the Tropical Western
Pacific (TWP) for measuring aerosols, radiometric quantities, cloud properties,
atmospheric profiles, etc. The ARM program works in collaboration with universities and
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international organizations to enhance the results. Cloud and atmospheric studies,
particularly in the Arctic, have increased in the past few years because recent climate
models show that the Arctic is vulnerable to global climate change (Curry et al., 1996).
However, the data needed for building a good model are limited by environmental
reasons like high reflectivity of the ice and snow, temperature and water vapor
inversions, low temperature and water vapor content, and absence of solar radiation
during the dark winters.
To study Arctic clouds, the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Office of
Naval Research (ONR) funded a research program called SHEBA, Surface Heat Budget
of the Arctic (Uttal et al., 2002), to examine the annual cycle of vertical and temporal
distribution of cloudiness, cloud phase, cloud forcing (Intrieri et al., 2002), and other
cloud properties. The measurements were made for a year from October 1997 to October
1998, from an icebreaker ship serving as a scientific station in the Arctic ocean (the
icebreaker was frozen into the Arctic Pack for many months), by a series of ground-based
remote sensing instruments that included a depolarization lidar and millimeter wave radar
designed and built by the U.S National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Environmental Technology Laboratory (NOAA/ETL). SHEBA’s scientific objectives
were shared by ARM and a program called the FIRE experiment, (First ISCCP
[International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project] Regional Experiment), primarily
funded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). FIRE was an
Arctic cloud experiment to study the cloud system in spring and summer months (Curry,
2000).
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Instruments similar to the ones used in the SHEBA and FIRE experiments
continue to operate at the ARM sites. ARM cloud-measuring instruments like the Whole
Sky Imager (WSI) classify clouds based on their topology and texture (Buch et al., 1995),
but their data may have diurnal variations. WSI uses neutral density filters corresponding
to the sky condition, i.e. sun and moon location, earth-moon distance, and the lighting
condition (sunlight, moonlight and starlight) to obtain their images. During daytime, a
CCD camera and fisheye lens images the sky through broadband, red, and blue filters.
Algorithms compare the red and blue image ratio to a predetermined background clear
sky ratio, for a given zenith angle, to determine the existence of clouds. At night, clouds
are identified by comparing the imaged star field with a computed star map, to ascertain
which known bright stars are masked by clouds. Since completely different techniques
are used for cloud identification during day and night and because of the rapidly changing
sky brightness, WSI has difficulties taking measurements during transition periods at
sunset and sunrise and cannot provide consistent day-night measurements. Other
instruments like the Total Sky Imager (TSI) use a solid-state CCD imager looking
downward at a rotating hemispherical mirror to image the sky and provide information on
fractional sky cover. However the data are limited to daytime only when the sun is above
a certain minimum solar zenith angle, since the TSI is a visible wavelength imager. Other
zenith viewing, single pixel, ground-based instruments like the Micropulse Lidar (MPL),
Millimeter wavelength Cloud Radar (MMCR), and ceilometers provide information
about the cloud base and top heights, cloud boundaries, number of cloud layers, and
occurrence of clouds. However, such zenith-viewing instruments can only produce spatial
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cloud statistics by assuming that temporal statistics of clouds at a fixed location are equal
to the spatial statistics of clouds along the direction of the mean wind (using Taylor’s
hypothesis). But this assumption may not hold for many applications, particularly when
data are analyzed for short time periods or for scattered clouds. Although data intercomparison can be done with great care, it can prove to be quite difficult due to the
different measurement mechanisms, algorithms, and assumptions. A reliable,
continuously operating cloud-imaging instrument that does not have day/night biases is
the present need.
Clouds are also studied via satellite instruments like the AVHRR, Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer, on board the NOAA 7 satellite (Inoue, 1987) and
LANDSAT MSS (Multi Spectral Scanner) imagery (Lee et al., 1990). But the low
radiometric contrast between the cloud and the surface when viewed from a satellite,
especially in the Arctic, is a problem for reliable data collection. Aircraft observations are
limited in areal coverage when compared to satellite data and it might not be possible to
take measurements during winters, at night, or when conditions are severe. Surface
observers have problems at night and during the dark winters in the Arctic due to
inadequate illumination of clouds, and sometimes provide insufficient or misinterpreted
data (ambiguity in classifying cloud type).
The Infrared Cloud Imager (ICI) is a ground based, passive, thermal imaging
system developed to study spatial and temporal statistics of clouds and cloud radiative
properties by measuring the downwelling atmospheric radiance in the 8-14µm
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wavelength of the electromagnetic spectrum (Shaw et al., 2002). The project to build the
Infrared Cloud Imager was initiated at NOAA/ETL and developed as part of a United
States – Japan joint venture to study the Arctic atmosphere, primarily led by the Japanese
Communications Research Laboratory (CRL, ww2.crl.go.jp/dk/c216/index_e.html). The
ICI was deployed at Poker Flat Research Range (PFRR) in the winter of 2000 - 2001, and
has also been successfully deployed in Barrow, Alaska in the spring of 2002 with the
support of the NOAA Arctic Research Office, and in Lamont, Oklahoma as one of many
instruments in a Cloudiness Inter-Comparison Intensive Operation Period (CIC IOP)
from mid February to late April 2003, with funding from the ARM program. The data
from the later two deployments has been used for much of the research work and results
presented in this documentation.
The 8-14 µm thermal infrared window (spectral region with low atmospheric
absorption and emission) helps to provide the high radiometric contrast necessary to
distinguish between warm clouds and the cold atmosphere, thus rendering it capable of
operating in the Arctic. The Imager differentiates cloud types directly based on their
downwelling radiance or brightness temperature. The ICI can operate during both day
and night with the same sensitivity, unlike visible sensors, and is capable of long-term
uninterrupted measurements. It has a full-angle field of view of approximately 18o
horizontal × 13.5o vertical and takes radiometrically calibrated images of the sky with a
resolution of 320 × 236 pixels (future versions will have much wider field if view). It is
portable, relatively inexpensive and works well in cold severe conditions like the Arctic
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and in warm, humid conditions like the mid-latitudes when slight modifications are made
in the instrument housing.
Cloud statistics obtained from the ICI data can help in climate modeling and can
provide link-availability statistics for space-ground laser communication, as mentioned
previously. One of the major objectives behind the imager is to determine the difference,
if any, between cloud measurements taken by zenith-viewing single pixel instruments and
larger field-of-view imaging instruments. Sun and Thorne (1995) have shown that spatial
statistics derived from limited field-of-view observations using Taylor’s hypothesis are
not applicable for cirrus, clustering cumulus and broken stratus clouds, especially in
conditions of changing wind speed and developing clouds. Moreover, ICI can be used to
study thin cirrus clouds that are hard to detect from satellite or aircraft because of their
height, typically 6000 meters or above, and their optically thin nature; these ice clouds,
said to affect climate and global warming, are important for climate modeling.
The main objective of this project was to develop algorithms to identify and
classify clouds from the ICI data obtained, which primarily involves removing the
emission from water vapor, and obtaining only the emission due to clouds. A second
objective was to determine if there is a difference or bias of cloud cover fraction obtained
from spatially resolving and temporal instruments. For this the cloud cover statistics for
the entire ICI image was compared with that obtained by considering only one pixel in
the image. A comparative study of the results from Barrow and Oklahoma experiments
was made of the regional differences in cloud cover.
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In this documentation, a brief account of the atmospheric and cloud radiative
properties, the different cloud types and the diverse atmospheric characteristics of the
Arctic and the Southern Great Plains (SGP) atmospheres are presented in chapter 2.
Chapter 3 deals with the hardware and software used in the ICI system, along with a brief
description of the calibration procedures employed and chapter 4 explains the radiative
transfer analysis, the various procedures and methods developed, along with their pros
and cons for investigating and interpreting the obtained measurements. The results,
conclusions, and recommendations of both the experiments in Barrow and Oklahoma are
presented in chapters 5 and 6, respectively.
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CHAPTER 2
CLOUDS AND CLOUD RADIATION
Clouds have been of interest to many for a long time because of their wide variety
of shapes, sizes, and colors, and for their unpredictable and complex nature. The primary
constituent of clouds is a conglomeration of water and/or ice growing on small particles
called condensation nuclei. These minute particles are mostly hygroscopic, vary in size,
and are produced from many sources like volcanoes, smokestacks, and atmospheric
chemical reactions. Cloud properties like reflectance, emissivity, cloud optical depth,
cloud phase, cloud water content, etc., which have helped many researchers understand
various atmospheric phenomenon, can be retrieved from active and passive sensors,
sounding systems, and visible and infrared imagery. To understand cloud radiation
feedback mechanisms and to simulate them in a climate model, and for better
understanding of this feedback on global warming, the effect of changes in temperature
and humidity on cloud fraction and cloud vertical distribution has to be understood
(Curry et al., 1996). The Infrared Cloud Imager (ICI) measures the amount of thermal
infrared radiance being emitted from the atmosphere and the data collected are used to
study cloud cover fraction, day and night cloud statistics, and cloud transitions at sunrise
and sunset, among many other applications.
Clouds and atmospheric gases act as insulators to the earth by absorbing terrestrial
thermal infrared radiation, reemitting it back to the earth, and by regulating the amount of
solar radiation reaching the earth. The shape of the atmospheric emission spectrum, the
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envelope of which is a Planck blackbody curve, is governed by the presence of typically
carbon dioxide, ozone, and water vapor. The infrared window at wavelengths from 8 -14
µm (wavenumber band of 714 – 1250 cm-1) is affected mainly by the presence of water
vapor, and also by ozone (9.5 - 10 µm). The downwelling emitted spectral radiance of a
1976 US Standard atmosphere (Anderson et al., 1986), a MODTRAN (MODerate
resolution TRANsmittance code) (Wang et al., 1996) atmospheric model, is shown in
figure 2.1 as a function of wavenumber.
Figure 2.1: Downwelling spectral radiance from a clean atmosphere (1976 US Standard
Atmosphere Model)

ICI Spectral Range
Water vapor emission dominates the above spectrum, but the 14 –16 µm emission (625 714 cm-1) is mainly from carbon dioxide (CO2).
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An atmospheric window is a relatively transparent region of the electromagnetic
spectrum where little radiation is absorbed or emitted. An instrument operating at a
window wavelength can “see” through these transparent regions and detect the radiation
being emitted from a distant source. Atmospheric gases like water vapor and carbon
dioxide have absorption lines within some of the window bands, and are capable of
closing these spectral regions when their concentration increases.
The spectral radiance (L) can also be expressed in terms of brightness
temperature, which is the temperature at which a perfect blackbody would emit an
amount of radiation equal to the measurement. Brightness temperature can be derived
from Planck’s equation, given below as a function of wavelength and wavenumber
(Wyatt, 1987).
L (λ ) =

2hc 2

λ

5

1
exp(hc

L(ν ) = 2 × 10 − 2 hc 2ν

where

λkT

[W m-2 sr-1 m-1]

) −1
1

3

exp(hcν

kT

) −1

[W cm-2 sr-1 cm]

h is Planck’s constant, 6.6262 × 10-34 [J s]
c is the velocity of light in vacuum, 2.9979 × 108 [m /s]
λ is the wavelength [m]

ν is the spectral wavenumber [cm-1]
k is Boltzmann’s constant, 1.3806 × 10-23 [J / K]
T is absolute temperature in Kelvin [K], (Kelvin = 0C + 273.15)

(2.1)

(2.2)
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Note that the physical air temperature is nearly always warmer than the atmospheric
brightness temperature. The brightness temperature equals the physical air temperature
(at the sensor) only in spectral bands where the atmosphere is entirely absorbing, thus
becoming a blackbody.
The water vapor distribution in the atmosphere can be explained best by looking
at its density as a function of altitude. In a typical atmosphere, the water vapor decreases
exponentially with height. In the event of a nonuniform distribution or in the presence of
a cloud, a water vapor inversion often occurs, as shown in fig.2.2 (b). The two plots in
figure 2.2 are radiosonde water vapor profiles measured during the spring of 2002 at the
North Slope of Alaska (NSA), one of the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM)
program’s research sites.
Figure 2.2: Atmospheric water vapor profile (a) Exponential (b) Inversion

(a) March 22nd, 2002
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(b) April 17th, 2002
The radiosonde is an instrument used to measure temperature, humidity, and pressure
profiles of the atmosphere up to a height of about 40 km. A collection of in-situ sensors
are carried on a balloon and they transmit the required information to a receiver on the
ground as the balloon ascends. In the Polar regions, low-level humidity inversions are
common, primarily caused by the advection of warm air over the cold surface. The warm
moist air usually is the result of open leads in the pack ice exposing the water.
It is common to represent the water vapor content in the atmosphere by what is
known as integrated or precipitable water vapor (PWV). Precipitable water vapor is the
amount of water obtained if all the water vapor in the atmosphere were to be compressed
to the point at which it condenses into liquid. This can be derived by summing the water
vapor density distribution or by the knowledge of scale height (Hsc, [km])
PWV = ∑ ( z i +1 − z i ) × ρ i [mm]
i

(2.3)
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Also,
PWV = ρ o × Hsc [mm]
where

(2.4)

zi is the altitude in km for the ith layer of the atmosphere
ρi is the water vapor density at the ith layer [g/m3]
ρo is the surface water vapor density [g/m3]

Considering the units of equation 2.4, g

m3

× km = g

m3

× 10 3 m = 0.1 g

Normalizing the above equation by the density of liquid water,

∴ 1g

0.1 g
1.0 g

cm 2

cm 2 = 1 mm
cm 3

= 1 cm of water

cm 2

(Given water vapor in units of atm-cm, we can convert to units of g/cm2 by using the
Ideal Gas Law equation).
Scale height is defined as the altitude at which water vapor falls to 1/e of the total
precipitable water vapor. 99% of the water vapor lies below the altitude corresponding to
2.7 times the scale height. The water vapor (WV) distribution below a cloud can be
derived from the knowledge of the integrated water vapor (PWV), cloud base height
(Hcbh) and scale height. Water vapor density over an altitude H is

−H 

 Hsc 

ρ = ρ o exp

Water vapor from the ground up to a cloud base height of Hcbh [km] is,
WV = ρ o

Hcbh

∫
0

−H 
exp
dh
 Hsc 

(2.5)
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[ (

= ρ o (− Hsc ) exp − H

[ (

= ρ o (Hsc ) exp − H

)]
Hsc

Hcbh

0

)]

0

Hsc

Hcbh

But, from equation (2.4), ρ 0 (Hsc ) = PWV

∴


 − Hcbh
WV = PWV × 1 − exp 
 Hsc



  [mm]


(2.6)

This equation gives the total integrated water vapor below a cloud, which can be used to
correct for the water vapor emission below a cloud, ignoring the water vapor above the
cloud. However, analysis of ICI data has shown that is sufficient and simpler to use the
entire precipitable water vapor for cloud identification. Removing all the water vapor
radiance is not a problem as thick clouds are easy to detect with their large radiance value
and thin clouds have most of the water vapor below them.
Cloud Types
The presence of the wide range of clouds that we see in the sky is mainly due to
the pattern of vertical and horizontal air motion, air temperature, and moisture content.
The wave-like motion of the wind fields, and the convective currents and updrafts in the
atmospheric column causes the growth in cloud height and width. Clouds are classified
primarily based on their size, shape, constituent, and their altitude above ground level.
The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) has ten cloud genera (Battan, 1979)
summarized in Table 2.1, but the three main classes are stratus, cumulus, and cirrus
clouds. Stratus are low-level clouds usually found at an altitude of about 2 km AGL and
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appear as gray, flat layers. Low-lying stratus clouds with their base touching the ground
are called fog.
Cloud Type

Description

Cirrus

High level ice clouds in the form of filaments

Stratus

Low level, flat, water or ice clouds

Cumulus

Mid to high level clouds that look like rising mounts

Cirrostratus

Fibrous, smooth clouds covering much of the sky

Cirrocumulus

High clouds having the appearance of ripples

Nimbostratus

Low level dark clouds that precipitate

Altostratus

Stratus found at 2 km to 7 km

Stratocumulus

Cumulus arranged in a layer

Cumulonimbus

Cumulus that produce rain and thunderstorms

Altocumulus

Mid-level rounded cumulous

Table 2.1: The ten cloud genera
Detached clouds found at altitudes of 3 – 18 km, which look like rising mounts,
are cumulus clouds and these white clouds can grow vertically in size by convection to
become dense, gray, and produce thunderstorms. Large cumulus clouds collide or merge
to precipitate hail, snow, or rain. Cirrus are mostly ice clouds occurring at very high
altitudes (typically 6 – 20 km) and are in the form of thin filaments or grains. It is
believed that high cirrus reduces infrared radiation to space (Menzel et al., 1992) and
usually tends to warm the earth, while stratus clouds tend to cool the earth by greatly
reducing the amount of shortwave solar radiation reaching the surface. Prefixes or
suffixes like alto and nimbo, meaning mid-level clouds and clouds producing
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precipitation, respectively, are added to the basic types of cloud names, or the three basic
cloud names are combined together to describe clouds like cirrostratus, when cirrus are
abundant and fuse into a layer. The ten cloud genera so formed are subdivided into a
number of species like wave clouds (Shaw and Neiman, 2003), also known as lenticular
clouds, that have the shape of a lens with sharp edges, and noctilucent clouds, that are
thin, extremely high (75 – 90 km) clouds made up of ice crystals growing on dust
particles in the atmosphere.
The downwelling thermal infrared emission from the atmosphere varies with the
type of cloud present, similarly to how it does for water vapor, but is essentially
unaffected by the time of the day. The downwelling radiance increases with increasing
cloudiness. The different spectral radiances for clear sky and stratus cloud measured by
AERI (Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer) in Lamont, Oklahoma, on 24th
April and 20th February 2003, respectively, are shown in fig 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Spectral radiance of clear sky and stratus cloud
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The emission from a stratus cloud approaches that of a Planck blackbody curve,
with cloud emissivity nearing unity. Cloud emissivity is defined as the ratio of actual
emitted radiance to the blackbody radiance, and changes with wavelength and cloud
composition. Curry and Herman (1985) determined that in the infrared, bulk cloud
emissivity of summer-time Arctic stratus clouds ranged from 0.4 to 1. Liquid clouds with
0.1 mm or more of integrated liquid emit as infrared blackbodies with emissivity very
near, or equal to, unity (Shaw et al, 1993). In a study of the data set of cloud observations
collected over eight years by the multi-spectral High Resolution Infrared Sounder
(HIRS), Wylie and Menzel (1999) have calculated that in the infrared, semitransparent
clouds (clouds with optical depths between 0.1 and 6), had a mean effective emissivity
between 0.5 and 0.6.
Importance of Cirrus Clouds
Cirrus clouds are considered to be a main factor affecting climate and global
warming. Knowledge of these fibrous clouds also helps in understanding the hydrological
cycle. Apart from the difference in altitude and appearance, the main dissimilarity in
cloud properties is that cirrus clouds are less optically thick and are mainly made up of
ice crystals, while the other low-altitude clouds contain water droplets of small size. So
cirrus clouds tend to reflect less solar radiation but at the same time absorb more groundemitted infrared radiation, thus increasing the greenhouse effect. An accurate estimate of
the amount of ice in these clouds and the upper atmosphere is difficult since some aircraft
have difficulty reaching the height at which these clouds are located (approximately
10000 meters and above) and laboratory ice growth may not apprehend their complex
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structural formation in the atmosphere. Thus different climate models tend to use
different amount of ice content, causing a discrepancy in the predictions. But these high
clouds can be identified and studied with ground-based sensors like the ICI with a good
algorithm to distinguish between clear sky, fog, haze, and cirrus.
North Slope of Alaska and The Southern Great Plains
The Infrared Cloud Imager was deployed in Barrow, Alaska (71.32 N, 156.62 W)
in spring 2002 and in Lamont, Oklahoma (36.64 N, 97.524 W) in spring 2003. These two
sites, located in the Arctic and the Southern Great Plains, respectively, differ remarkably
in climate and surface meteorological properties. The central facility at Lamont, OK is
the first and most highly instrumented site of the ARM program. The midlatitude plains
experience significant changes in temperature and specific humidity throughout the year,
unlike the Arctic with its long, cold, dry winters. The cloud type often varies at the
Southern Plains, whereas the Arctic has mostly clear skies or layered low-level stratus
clouds, with increasing cumulus in summer. These Arctic clouds are believed to be
formed by orographic lifting and are predominantly confined to the shallow layers of the
atmosphere (ARM fact sheet [http://www.arm.gov], Thirteenth ARM science team
meeting, 2003).
The attention given to the Arctic atmosphere has increased in recent times mainly
because of its sensitivity to global warming and climate change. The ice-covered region
is said to affect the solar radiation and cause significant changes in sea level. Clouds have
a net warming effect on the Arctic surface (Intrieri et al., 2002) and a net cooling effect in
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the lower latitudes (Curry et al., 1996), during the course of a year. This difference arises
from the absence of solar radiation during winters and the high surface albedo of sea ice
in the Arctic. The difference in water vapor content, temperature, and vertical structure of
temperature and humidity in the two regions greatly influences the amount of infrared
radiative transfer. According to Kirchhoff’s Law (Schott, 1997), for surfaces at
thermodynamic equilibrium, the spectral emissivity is equal to the spectral absorptance,
i.e., good absorbers are good emitters. So, the more humid a place is, the higher the
downwelling radiance, since larger number of water vapor molecules absorb more and
emit energy. This concept is illustrated in the following figure, showing atmospheric
transmittance and thermal radiance of a 1976 US Standard atmosphere in a wavenumber
band of 500 – 2000 cm-1, at sea level.
Figure 2.4: (a) Transmittance (b) Radiance

(a) Atmospheric Transmittance
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(b) Downwelling Thermal Radiance
(Note that the regions of high absorption are regions of low transmittance (or high
emission) and the radiance is weighted by the Planck function.)
Figure 2.5: Spectral radiance for two different atmospheric conditions
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The two MODTRAN simulated spectra in figure 2.5 for Mid-latitude summer and
Arctic atmospheric models (Lamont and Barrow have similar atmospheric
characteristics) show the different downwelling radiance levels relative to the amount of
humidity present. The integrated water vapor content for a Mid-latitude summer type of
atmosphere is around 3.8 cm and for a Arctic atmosphere is around 0.5 cm.
Measurements by Shaw et al. (1999), at Mauna Loa, Hawaii show that the integrated
water vapor content can go as low as 0.25 mm during extremely dry periods at an
elevated site (which tends to be similar to the high Arctic).
In the Arctic, the amount of water vapor tends to be low, and this allows more
infrared radiation to escape into space from the Earth’s surface. Since the surface is
covered with snow or ice for most of the time, the amount of reflected solar radiation into
space is also high compared to other regions, causing changes in surface flux (Pinto and
Curry, 1997). The main constituent of Arctic clouds in their condensed form is ice and
snow, although mixed clouds are also found frequently.
The ICI was successfully deployed in such challenging and vastly varying
conditions of its deployed sites i.e., in Barrow and Oklahoma, and good data have been
obtained. The next chapter looks at the ICI hardware and software and chapter 4
discusses the measurements obtained by the ICI in the two locations and the various
techniques used to process the data.
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CHAPTER 3
THE INFRARED CLOUD IMAGER
Introduction
The need for cooling thermal detectors has been a limitation to the prevalent use
of infrared technology. Previously used cryogenically cooled detectors used coolants like
liquid nitrogen to maintain the detector temperature at 77 K or lower. Cryogenic detectors
often have a linear array of pixels that has to be scanned across the scene to get a two
dimensional image (Kruse, 2001). But the recently developed ‘uncooled’ thermal
detectors operate at room temperature, stabilized with the help of a thermoelectric cooler
(TEC) that is built in with the detector package, and these detectors have twodimensional Focal Plane Arrays (FPA) to create an image.
The Infrared Cloud Imager (ICI) was built to take advantage of these thermal
detectors that are less expensive, easy to maintain, and have a large dynamic range and
good sensitivity, for detecting clouds and obtaining cloud statistics. While cryogenic
detectors use photon detection as their detecting mechanism, uncooled microbolometer
thermal detectors detect the change in electrical conductivity owing to a change in
temperature by absorbed incident radiation. The remainder of this chapter talks about the
ICI hardware, software, instrument calibration, and portrays some of the images taken.
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Hardware
The ICI works successfully due to the combined working of its hardware and
controlling software. The main hardware components (figure 3.1) are the
Raytheon/Amber Sentinel infrared camera, blackbody calibration source, control
electronics, and a beam-steering gold plated mirror. The other components include
stepper motors for the mirror and hatch, precipitation sensor, system diagnostic sensors,
and heaters (that were used only in the Arctic). Fans were installed in the Oklahoma
deployment due to excessive heating of the ICI housing. Since the ICI was initially
deployed in the Arctic and was designed to withstand the severe winter conditions, all the
components are housed in a well-insulated box built with Teflon, Reflectix, and
Styrofoam. The components in the box are connected to the control computer and
blackbody controller via Arctic cables.
Fig 3.1: ICI block diagram
Hatch
Precipitation Sensor
Sky Port

IR Camera

Mirror

Stepper Motor

Blackbody
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The camera is positioned to look at the gold-coated mirror, and the mirror in turn
is steered by a stepper motor to face the blackbody and the sky (through the hatch)
alternately. The hatch opens only if the precipitation sensor does not detect any rain or
snow. The camera takes two images of the blackbody for calibration, and two images of
the sky. These two images of each target are averaged to reduce the pixel-to-pixel noise
and to get a good calibration, and the data is sent to the computer for processing and
display. Each pixel in the calibrated image gives a brightness temperature or radiance
value, from which clouds are identified and classified after further processing.
Figure 3.2: ICI internal view

This photograph taken by Dr. Joseph Shaw shows the camera, gold-coated mirror
connected to the stepper motor, blackbody, and control electronics.
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The Infrared Camera
The camera, the integral part of the ICI system, is aligned to look at the gold
coated mirror, which is rotated by the stepper motor to alternately face the blackbody and
the sky through the sky port when the hatch is open. The detector in the camera is an
array of 75,520 (320 × 236) uncooled microbolometers with pixel size of 50 × 50
micrometers. The camera comes with an automatic gain control to adjust the contrast and
brightness of the image, and with a uniformity correction mechanism. Owing to changes
in operating conditions and buildup of electrical charge on the detector array, the image
quality tends to degrade over time, leading to granulation of the images, but this can be
corrected with the automatic uniformity correction. The camera has a spectral response of
8 – 14 µm and a full-angle field of view of 13.5o V × 18.2o H. The camera is connected to
the computer via a digital interface unit and digital frame grabber. The output is a digital
value in two’s complement, with the coldest object in the image having the lowest 12-bit
value and vice versa.
The microbolometer detector array (Kruse, 2001) is an uncooled, thermally
stabilized sensor consisting of an infrared sensitive bolometer material and a read-out
integrated circuit (ROIC). The detectors are deposited directly on the ROIC as a microbridge structure to form a monolithic focal plane array. This bridge structure (formed by
depositing successive layers and etching away the underlining material to form a
freestanding structure) is made up of silicon nitride (Si3N4), coated with a thin layer of
bolometric vanadium oxide (VOx) that forms the temperature- sensitive resistor
(microbolometer) detector array. To provide high thermal resistance between the detector
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and the ROIC the micro-bridge structures are suspended by two thin silicon nitride legs.
The infrared radiation absorbed by the silicon nitride membrane causes a change in its
temperature, which in turn changes the resistance of the thin film vanadium oxide layer
(Meyer et al., 1996). This change in resistance is sensed by the electronic circuitry in the
read-out IC and sent as digital values to the computer via the A/D converter for
processing.
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the array of detectors can be calculated as follows,
SNR =
where

Pdet

(3.1)

NEP

Pdet is the power at the detector
NEP is the Noise Equivalent Power

•

Pdet = Lsens × Aap × Ω × τ optics

(3.2)

Lsens is the radiance received at the sensor
τoptics is the transmittance of the optical system
Aap is the area of the aperture with lens diameter D, given by Aap =

π × D2
4

(Usually, D is the diameter of the exit pupil and is less than the lens diameter; assume
conservatively that the exit pupil diameter = D/2)
Ω is the solid angle subtended by the detector as seen from the aperture, Ω =

Adet is the area of the detector, and f is the focal length of the lens
NER =

•

NEP
× G#
Adet

,

∴ NEP =

NER × Adet
G#

(3.3)

Adet
f2
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NER is the Noise Equivalent Radiance, defined as the amount of radiance or
change in radiance in front of the sensor required to produce a change in sensor output
equal to the sensor’s noise level (Schott, 1997). NER can also be calculated as a product
of Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference (NETD) and ∆L

∆T

. ∆L

∆T

is the change

in radiance at the sensor corresponding to a unit change in temperature of a blackbody in
front of the sensor. From the camera specifications, NETD < 0.1 0C and considering a
temperature change of 300 K to 301 K in the blackbody, the difference in radiance
integrated over the band of 8 - 14 µm was calculated to be 0.8417 [W / (m2 sr)].

∴ NER = NETD × ∆L

∆T

= 0.1 × 0.8417 = 0.0842 [W / (m2 sr)]

G# is the optical throughput or the efficiency with which a lens converts radiance
to irradiance, given by
G# =

4 × (F # ) 2
τ optics × π

(3.4)

F# = f / D, describes the light gathering capacity of a lens or optical system.
Substituting 3.2 and 3.3 in eqn.3.1, we get
SNR =

Lsens × Aap × Ω ×τ optics
A
NER × det
G#

(3.5)

Substituting the appropriate formulae and simplifying we get,

SNR =

Lsens × D 2 × F # 2
NER × 4 × f 2

(3.6)

From the camera spec sheet, the lens has a focal length f = 50 mm and F# (f / D) = 0.7.

NER was calculated as 0.0842 [W /(m2 sr)] and Lsens is assumed to be 7.7438 [W /(m2 sr)]
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(this is the clear sky radiance at a brightness temperature of -65 0C, integrated over the 814 µm band). Substituting these values in the above equation,

SNR = 273.078
= 10 log (273.078) = 24.36 dB
The camera has a frame rate of 30 frames per second, but we took one image
every 10 minutes in the Barrow deployment and one image per minute in the Oklahoma
deployment, to avoid excessive redundancy. The images can be recorded at a userselected interval, but the time required to close and open the hatch, and for the motor to
rotate the mirror, must be taken into consideration.
Blackbody and Blackbody Controller
Schott (1997) defines a blackbody as, “An idealized sphere or cavity that has the
property that all incident electromagnetic flux is perfectly absorbed and then re-radiated
(i.e. reflectivity is zero and absorbtivity is one).” The blackbody used in the ICI system is
a honeycomb metal surface produced by Eppley Laboratory (www.eppleylab.com), with
high sensitivity and uniformity, temperature range of 0 – 1000C, and an emissivity greater
than 0.995. Its temperature is set to and maintained at 22.6 0C ( ± 0.1) by the blackbody
controller for calibration purposes. Although the prototype system had only one
blackbody, it is being modified to include two blackbodies to obtain better calibration.
With one blackbody the camera gain was assumed to be a constant (the constant
was determined from laboratory experiments as explained in the section on calibration
procedure), but with new offset values for each image. With two blackbodies a new gain
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and offset value can be determined for each image and we can eliminate the uncertainty
caused by the likely drift of gain, over time.
Mirror: The last, but not least, important component in the ICI system is the
mirror. The mirror is gold-coated, since gold is a good infrared reflector (reflectance
typically is greater than 90%) and is resistant to oxidation.
Software
The primary software programs used to control the hardware, process data, and
display the sky images are written with LABVIEW and MATLAB. The sequence of
operations of the Infrared Cloud Imager is shown in the flow chart in figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Sequence of ICI operations
Initialize digital
system

No

Is the ICI
power on?
Yes

No

Is the
precipitation
sensor dry?
Yes

D

A
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Are the camera and box
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0C and 45 0C?

Yes
Close Hatch

Data is
processed in
Matlab

Digital system
is turned off

The explanations and reasons behind some of the operations are given below.

•

The power to the ICI is verified to be ‘on’ by checking the hatch sensor voltage.

•

The rain sensor is assumed to be dry if its voltage is approximately equal to 5
volts.
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•

After the mirror is rotated to face the blackbody it is always stepped back to
compensate for overshoot.

•

The blackbody images are taken for calibrating the sky image.

•

The hatch is opened or closed only after verifying the sensor voltage (sensor 1 and
sensor 2 have < 0.5 volts and > 1.5 volts respectively when hatch is opened and
vice versa when it is closed)

•

The system can be programmed to pause for the required amount of time before
starting the next cycle.

The LABVIEW ICI program front panel displays all sensor voltages, box, blackbody,
and camera temperature, the average radiance of the image acquired, and errors, if any.
Using this front panel the power can be turned off or on, the blackbody temperature can
be changed, and error messages can be viewed, remotely. If the system shuts off at any
point in the process, the program is reset automatically and can be started from the
beginning. The MATLAB routine incorporated into LABVIEW removes dead pixels,
replaces them with the nearest-neighbor average, and displays the color-coded images on
the screen.
Calibration
The ICI was calibrated in the lab before the initial deployment, to determine the
gain and offset, in a linear fit between integrated radiance and detector voltage. For each
pixel, the output voltage was measured with the camera looking directly at a blackbody
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source at various temperatures. A linear fit to form the following calibration equation
between integrated radiance and observed voltage was obtained.
L = G ×V + C

(3.7)

L represents the band-integrated radiance, V is the recorded output voltage, G is the gain
(change in radiance for change in voltage), and C is the offset or the voltage output due to
thermal radiation within the instrument.
The camera has the ability to perform an internal uniformity correction to reduce
the pixel-to-pixel variation in any image. But this offset was found to vary or drift from
the normalized voltage after a few hours of operation. To overcome this inconsistency in
the offset voltages an offset parameter, defined as the difference between the normalized
voltage from the camera’s offset correction and a fixed normalized voltage, was
developed for each pixel. The fixed normalized voltage was determined by averaging and
calculating the deviation from the mean voltage produced when the camera is looking at a
blackbody set at 22.6 0C. Each time the camera views a blackbody or the sky, a new
offset parameter is calculated using the latest offset calibration value and the
predetermined fixed normalized voltage, and this offset parameter is removed from the
image to get the correct value of radiance. Thus the offset value in the calibration
equation changes with each acquired image but the gain was determined to be a constant.
To determine the camera gain, images of a blackbody source were taken over a
wide temperature zone. The blackbody source was a blackened copper cone immersed in
isopropyl alcohol and its temperature varied by adding dry ice in small increments. By
calculating the integrated radiance using the Planck function and plotting it as a function
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of detector voltage (after subtracting the offset parameter), the gain was determined as the
slope of the best-fit line for the data shown in figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Calibration data with ICI viewing a blackbody cone immersed in alcohol
cooled with dry ice (by Dr. Joseph Shaw and Eric Meheil)
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Recalibration
The data from both the Barrow and Oklahoma experiment had to be recalibrated,
since the integrated radiance obtained showed deviation from that of AERI (Atmospheric
Emitted Radiance Interferometer). This interferometer (Feltz et al., 2003) is a zenithviewing instrument, and has been shown to have an absolute calibration uncertainty of
less than 1% of ambient radiance (Han et al., 1997; Shaw et al., 1997). Only those time
spans when there were long periods of uniformly clear or uniformly cloudy sky
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conditions were used for comparison, as otherwise the ICI may see scattered clouds that
zenith-viewing instruments do not detect.
The deviation of ICI data from AERI data may be because, although the original
laboratory calibration suggested that the gain was constant, the gain may have drifted
during the deployments, perhaps related to ambient temperature changes. Having two
calibration blackbodies, so that each time an image is acquired a new set of gain and
offset parameters can be derived, can solve this problem. The offset and gain parameters
were recalculated for the Barrow data to get a new data set, and in Oklahoma, due to the
widely varying conditions, high temperatures, and drift in camera voltage, a linear
equation was identified and used to re-adjust the radiance values to match those obtained
from AERI measurements. After recalibration of all the ICI data with the correction
derived from only clear and overcast periods, the uncertainty was found to be 1-7 %.
Higher deviations exist for clear-sky values because of the significance of small errors at
the extremely low clear-sky radiance values.
ICI Images
The sky/cloud images recorded by ICI are displayed in either radiance units
[W /(m2 sr)] or in brightness temperature units [0C], and are color-coded with blue
representing clear sky, and red representing thick, warm clouds. The intermediate colors
indicate clouds of varying optical thickness. The following figures are ICI images
illustrating the different cloud types recorded in Barrow and Oklahoma.
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Figure 3.5: Images from the ICI (note that the images from Barrow are color coded in radiance units
whereas those from Oklahoma are coded in brightness temperature units)

(a) Clear Sky in Barrow at 0605 UTC on April 24th 2002

(b) Overcast Sky in Barrow @ 0431 UTC on April 27th 2002
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(c) Clearing stratus in Oklahoma @ 1841 UTC on March 12th 2003

(d) Thin clouds in Oklahoma @ 0408 UTC on February 28th 2003
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(e) Wave clouds in Oklahoma @ 1942 UTC on April 5th 2003

(f) Residual radiance image of thin clouds and birds over Oklahoma, April 13th 2003 at
1630 UTC
The data processing algorithms that interpret these images to obtain cloud amount and
cloud statistics are discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
RADIATIVE TRANSFER ANALYSIS
Introduction
The Infrared Cloud Imager (ICI) measures the downwelling atmospheric radiance,
which includes radiation from both clouds, if present, and atmospheric gases. Among the
atmospheric gases, water vapor contributes much of the radiation in the 8-14 µm region,
the other significant gases being carbon dioxide and ozone. Thermal emission from
clouds causes the radiance to rise above that of the clear sky to a value that is determined
by the cloud optical thickness and cloud physical temperature. Assuming a nonblackbody cloud (emissivity < 1) to be present, the measured downwelling radiance (Lm)
can be written as,
Lm = (ε c × Lc × Tc − g ) + ( L g −c × Rc × Tc − g ) + Lc − g + ( L∞ −c × Tc × Tc − g ) + (Tg −c × Rc × L g × Tc − g )

--- (4.1)
where,

εc is the cloud emissivity
L is the radiance [W/ (m2 sr)]
T is the transmittance
R is the reflectance
g and c denote ground and cloud respectively.

As shown in figure 4.1, the first term is the main cloud signal (from a cloud with
emissivity ‘εc’) that is transmitted from the cloud to the sensor at the ground (“a” in
figure 4.1). The second and fifth terms can be ignored for low-level clouds, which are
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usually blackbody clouds and have a reflectance of zero. Although the reflectance terms
can be significant for deriving microphysical properties of cirrus clouds, they contribute a
small amount to the measured radiance value, and can be neglected when identifying
clouds. The third term is the radiance emitted by water vapor in the atmosphere below the
cloud and has to be corrected for, to obtain only the cloud signature needed to identify
and classify clouds. The fourth term is emission from above the cloud, transmitted
through the cloud to the sensor. This term also can be ignored as low clouds are opaque,
and for high clouds this signal is incorporated into the third term. The following figure
depicts all the components of the measured radiance.
Figure 4.1: The different components of the measured downwelling radiance
(from equation 4.1)
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If the cloud is a blackbody, the transmittance through and reflectance from the cloud are
both zero, so the measured radiance (Lm) is,

Lm = Lc × Tc − g + Lc − g

(4.2)

Thin clouds usually have their radiance slightly higher than the clear-sky value, while
thick liquid clouds cause a large increase in measured radiance.
To obtain cloud statistics and determine cloud type, first the radiance from water
vapor was determined by using the MODTRAN radiative transfer code to infer a
correlation between band-averaged radiance and precipitable water vapor. Then we
determined if clouds could be identified correctly from the cloud signature obtained
directly by removing the entire water vapor column, or if an additional correction to
remove only the water vapor present below the cloud was required. After removing the
necessary water vapor signature, the resulting cloud signature was compared with Micro
Pulse Lidar (MPL) and Ceilometer data to determine a “cloud/no cloud” threshold, and
the resulting cloud-threshold algorithms were used to identify each pixel in an image as
clouds or clear sky, and cloud statistics were calculated. The thresholds are discussed
later in this chapter.
Atmospheric transmittance (Ttotal) in the 8-14 µm region of the electromagnetic
spectrum consists of the product of transmittance from water vapor, carbon dioxide,
ozone, and other gases.

Ttotal = Twv × Tozone × Tco2 × Tothergases

(4.3)
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For example, considering a Mid-latitude summer atmosphere as modeled by
MODTRAN, the total transmittance for a zenith-viewing path in the 8-14 µm region is
0.5377, distributed as follows.

¾ Twv = 0.6286
¾ Tozone = 0.9773
¾ TCO2 = 0.8755
¾ Tother gases = 0.9998
The ozone layer is higher in the atmosphere than clouds, so its transmittance does not
really affect the imager and the carbon dioxide transmittance is at the edge of the 8-14
µm spectrum, where the camera’s response is smaller. We assume that the ICI sees
negligible emission from CO2, but in the future this should be verified with careful
measurements, as CO2 emission is strongly dependent on air temperature (the
atmospheric CO2 region has low transmission and so absorb most of the heat energy from
Earth, and thus emit more energy). The transmittance of other gases in not significant and
the only gas that might provide measurable signal is water vapor. When there are clear
skies, Lm - Lg-c is zero ideally (equation 4.2) and transmittance can be ignored; when there
are clouds present, the measured radiance is usually sufficiently high that it is not
necessary to divide by the transmittance to identify clouds. But, to obtain the actual
radiance of clouds after identifying them, we can use the transmittance factor.
The different methods used to process the data obtained from Barrow, Alaska
(Atmospheric Radiation Measurements North Slope of Alaska site, [ARM NSA]) during
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Spring 2002, and from Lamont, Oklahoma (ARM SGP [Southern Great Plains] site)
during Spring 2003 are discussed in the remainder of this chapter.
Barrow Water Vapor Correction
In Barrow during the winter the atmospheric water vapor content does not
undergo very extreme changes, the temperature is fairly constant over long periods, and
the sky condition is either clear or mostly cloudy for extended times. For processing the
data from Barrow, first an equation to determine water vapor radiance was obtained using
MODTRAN atmospheric models varying from cold, dry, sub-Arctic winter to humid
tropical conditions. The equation relating the band-averaged radiance (Lg-∞) and water
vapor (wv [cm]) in the absence of clouds is shown below.
Figure 4.2: Downwelling atmospheric emission in the 8-14 µm band as a function of total
atmospheric water vapor.
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L g −∞ ( noclouds ) = 0.1695 × wv 2 + 4.368 × wv + 3.835

[W/(m2 sr)]

(4.4)

After determining the radiance of the total atmospheric water vapor column, it is
sometimes important to determine how much of this water vapor is present below the
cloud and contributes to the recorded radiance value. A sufficiently opaque mid-level
cloud may have much of the atmospheric water vapor above it that does not contribute to
our signal, and we would be decreasing the residual cloud signature if we removed all the
atmospheric water vapor. But this may not be a problem for a high-level cloud since
almost all the water vapor is below it. So, additional altitude-dependent water vapor
correction has to be done to determine the exact cloud radiance.
To subtract the proper fraction of total water vapor radiance, an equation relating
the error from subtracting the total water vapor emission at multiples of scale height was
obtained. First, the air temperature profile as a function of altitude (at the closest
available multiples of scale height) was acquired from radiosonde data from NSA (Table
4.1, figure 4.3). The average, seasonal scale height (Hsc) was determined as 2.56 [km] for
Barrow, from radiosonde profiles, by dividing the precipitable water vapor (PWV) with
the surface density (ρo). From chapter 2, equation 2.4,

PWV = ρ o × H sc
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Air Temperature Altitude Number (x) of scale
(T_Air) [0C]
height
[km]
(‘x’ x Hsc)
- 3.1
2.648
1.0
- 14.3

4.786

1.84

- 33.9

7.302

2.81

- 52.9

9.943

3.82

- 46.9

12.429

4.78

- 72.1

17.005

6.5

Table 4.1: Air temperature profile at multiples of scale height
Figure 4.3: Air temperature as a function of altitude
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Then, the radiance of water vapor below these altitudes was computed and subtracted
from that amount owing to the water vapor present below 17 km. Thus assuming a
blackbody cloud to be present at the above-mentioned altitudes we get the water vapor
radiance below these clouds. This difference in water vapor radiance plotted as a function
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of band-integrated radiance for a blackbody at the air temperature corresponding to the
different altitudes (shown in figure 4.4) gives the error from subtracting the total water
vapor column.
Figure 4.4: Error from subtracting total water vapor column, plotted versus the bandintegrated (8-14 µm) radiance of a blackbody cloud at the air temperatures
shown in table 4.1 and figure 4.2.
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Thus, we see in figure 4.4 that for a blackbody cloud radiance of 30 W/ (m2 sr),
only about 1 W/ (m2 sr) i.e. only 3% of the total signature, has to be subtracted as an
additional altitude-dependent water vapor correction. These clouds emitting such high
radiance can be identified even if this correction was not used, and lower radiances do not
produce a significant error. So additional correction was not necessary for Barrow data
and simply subtracting the total water vapor emission is a self-correcting problem since
high clouds are above most of the water vapor and thick clouds are easy to detect and
identify.
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Oklahoma Water Vapor Correction
The ICI was deployed in Lamont, Oklahoma at the same season (but the next year
i.e. 2003) as it was deployed in Barrow, i.e. from February to April. But due to the widely
varying atmospheric conditions in this mid-latitude plain, a slightly different correction
technique was used. Over the months that data were taken, the surface temperature was
seen to vary widely from almost -5 0C to +30 0C. Therefore, instead of using the radiative
transfer equation used for processing the Barrow data, a new water vapor correction that
includes a dependence on surface temperature was established using the same
MODTRAN atmospheric models. The surface temperature in Barrow was always cold
enough, and the PWV low enough, that this kind of correction was not needed there.
Figure 4.5: Downwelling radiance as a function of PWV for different surface air
temperatures
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The MODTRAN models have been built with their surface temperature varying
from +27 0C for the tropical model to –15 0C for the sub-Arctic winter model. The water
vapor profile was varied (user defined) for each model atmosphere and four different
equations relating integrated radiance to water vapor, at surface temperatures around +27,
+15, 0, and -15 0C were obtained from their plots. The equations obtained from the plot
are given below.

L+ 27 = 4.395 × wv + 7.88

(4.5)

L+15 = 3.562 × wv + 6.731

(4.6)

L0 = 2.517 × wv + 5.559

(4.7)

L−15 = 1.786 × wv + 4.448

(4.8)

These equations allow us to include the effect of changing air temperature on the water
vapor emission. The surface temperature was read from ARM surface measurement data
derived from a 30-minute average of temperature at 2m, measured by the Surface
Meteorological Observation System (SMOS) at the SGP site in Lamont, OK. The
equations were modified, as explained below, if the temperature did not match the
temperatures for which the above curves were plotted. For surface temperatures (Tx)
below –15 0C and above 27 0C equations 4.8 and 4.5 were used, respectively. When the
temperature was between -15 and 0 0C,

 T 
L x = L0 − ( L0 − L−15 ) ×  x 
 − 15 

(4.9)
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for 0 < Tx < 15,

T 
L x = L+15 + ( L+15 − L0 ) ×  x 
 15 

(4.10)

for 15 < Tx < 27

T 
L x = L+15 − ( L+ 27 − L+15 ) ×  x 
 27 

(4.11)

As in Barrow, no additional correction was done for the water vapor above the
cloud, as removing all the atmospheric water vapor is a self-correcting problem for cloud
identification, as explained previously. The correction based on the temperaturedependent total water vapor emission was sufficient to identify clouds, although some
uncertainty remains in the identification of thin clouds that have some probability of
being either aerosols or fog and not clouds. This is explained in detail at the end of this
chapter and in chapter 5.
Water Vapor Information
In the absence of complementary instruments like the MWR and radiosonde that
provide the much needed information about water vapor, alternate methods to get the
desired information can be devised. Two possibilities are discussed below.
Measuring Surface Vapor Density
If we can directly measure or calculate the surface water vapor density, then
multiplying it with the appropriate scale height will give us the total precipitable water
vapor. Surface vapor density (ρo) can be calculated with the knowledge of relative
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humidity and surface temperature, which can be measured with commercially available
sensors.
Relative humidity is defined as the amount of water vapor actually in the air
divided by the amount of water vapor it can hold at that particular temperature.
RH =

Pa
× 100
P

(4.12)

where Pa is the actual water vapor pressure and

P is the saturation pressure
According to Matveev (1967), the saturation pressure can be written as,

P = Po × 10

at
b +t

(4.13)

where Po, the surface saturation pressure is 6.1078 mb at temperature t = 00C
a = 7.63 and b = 241.9 for water
a = 9.5 and b = 265.5 for ice
t = T – 273.15 [0C]
So, with the knowledge of T and RH and using equation 4.11 and 4.12, we can calculate
the value of the actual water vapor pressure (Pa). Using the equation of state of water
vapor (ideal gas law),
Pa × Vv = Rv × T

(4.14)

where Vv is the specific volume
2
and Rv is the constant, 461 m

sec 2 . deg

Substituting for Pa, Rv, and T we can calculate the specific volume, Vv. The surface water
vapor density (ρv) is given by the inverse of Vv.
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i.e., ρ v =

1
Vv

(4.15)

Therefore, PWV = ρ v × H sc
Tomasi’s Equation
Reitan (1963) first proposed a regression equation (4.16) relating precipitable
water vapor (PWV [cm]) and surface dew point temperature (Td [0F]) using data obtained
from 15 stations scattered over the United States.
ln PWV = a + b × Td

(4.16)

He determined that, given the surface dew point, using values of –0.981 and 0.0341 for
the constants “a” and “b”, respectively, would give a good estimate of precipitable water
vapor when more accurate estimates were not available.
According to Tomasi (1977), the constant values determined by Reitan may not
work during fall and winter conditions, and when there are marked temperature
inversions. By comparing the results from various other researchers he concludes that
using a value of the slope constant b = 0.061 [0C-1] gave good results but the parameter
“a” was found to be largely dependant on the amount of vertical mixing or atmospheric
stability. So he identified a linear equation relating “a” and parameter β (which is
equivalent to the inverse of atmospheric scale height, i.e., β =

a = −0.725 − 0.971 × ln β

ρo
PWV

).
(4.17)

Using equation 4.17 and evaluating the constant “a” (by using a scale height value of
2.56km that was determined from Barrow radiosonde profiles) and by calculating PWV
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using equation 4.18, a scatter plot between this precipitable water vapor and the PWV
found using scale height (equation 2.4) is shown below. These data are from radiosonde
profiles measured at the Atmospheric Radiation Measurements (ARM) North Slope of
Alaska (NSA) site during April to July 2001.

PWV [cm] from
"Tomasi's" expression

Figure 4.6: Scatter plot of PWV obtained from scale height and Tomasi’s equation
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There is a good correlation between the two with a correlation coefficient of 0.998 and an
RMS value of the difference between the two data sets of 0.0757. The PWV amount from
June and July match almost perfectly, but there is a difference of 0.1 [cm] for April and
May.
Therefore, in future deployments at sites without a microwave radiometer or
radiosondes, it appears possible to estimate the precipitable water vapor from relative
humidity, surface temperature, and/or scale height measurements.
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Thresholds
The thresholds to identify clouds were derived by considering the uncertainty of
the ICI calibration and comparing the residual cloud radiance (i.e. after water vapor
correction) to the clouds identified by the Micropulse Lidar (MPL) and Vaisala
Ceilometer (VCEIL) data, and by observing how the cloud residual radiance changed
with varying surface temperature and Microwave Radiometer (MWR) liquid and water
vapor time series data. These data were obtained from the ARM archive
(www.archive.arm.gov).
Barrow Comparison
At different times and for various cloud conditions, the ICI residual radiance was
compared to the results from other cloud-observing instruments to arrive at the
appropriate thresholds. An example of one of the days when clouds were observed is
shown below. The ICI recorded an initial average radiance of 22.811 [W/(m2 sr)] at 0256
UTC (.1221 Julian time) on March 6th, 2002. After water vapor correction using equation
4.4 (with radiosonde water vapor amount of 0.645 cm), the residual cloud radiance was
calculated to be 16.088 W/(m2 sr). The cloudy ICI image and cloud-base height time
series from MPL and VCEIL are shown in figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: ICI image at 0256 UTC on March 6th 2002

Figure 4.8: MPL cloud base height time series on March 6th 2002

Time of ICI Image
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Note that MPL and VCEIL time series are given in terms of Julian time that can be
converted to UTC by multiplying the numbers after the decimal point by 24 and
subtracting the Julian date (i.e. 65 in these figures). The Ceilometer usually does not see
high, thin clouds that the lidar (MPL) identifies (Lazarus et al., 2000), so there is often a
discrepancy in the cloud amount seen by the two sensors (also note the different vertical
scales in figures 4.8 and 4.9).
Figure 4.9: Vaisala Ceilometer cloud base height time series

Time of ICI Image

From the above comparison we can see that low clouds are observed in the data from
MPL and VCEIL during the beginning of the day at about 1.15 km, when the same low
clouds are seen by the ICI, around 0300 UTC (local time is given by subtracting 6 hours
from UTC). Using a similar comparison for data from other days with varying sky
conditions and humidity levels, the threshold to identify clouds was evaluated to be 2
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W/(m2 sr), comparable to the ICI calibration uncertainty. Sometimes an uncertainty
exists, with ICI identifying clouds and the other zenith pointing instruments observing
only clear sky. This uncertainty may be because of the presence of scattered clouds that
the single-pixel instruments do not see, or the ICI may be recording aerosols or fog as a
cloud. A summary of the thresholds used to identify clouds is given below.
¾ Lcloud > 2 ------- Clouds
¾ Lcloud = 1-2 ---- Uncertain, maybe aerosols or fog
¾ Lcloud ≤ 1 ------- Clear Sky

In calculating cloud statistics, the uncertainty was divided equally between the clear sky
and cloud radiances, i.e. radiance values greater than 1.5 was considered as a cloud and
≤ 1.5 as clear sky.
Oklahoma Comparison
A similar comparison as explained above for the data from Barrow was used to
determine the threshold for data collected in the Oklahoma experiment. The cloud seen in
the MPL data between 0600 and 0900 UTC (i.e. between 12:00 and 03:00 am local time)
is seen at the same time in the plot of ICI residual radiance as an increase in radiance
value and as 100% cloudy in ICI cloud amount. Using similar comparisons, the threshold
to identify “cloud/no cloud” was determined to be 2.65 W/(m2 sr). Example data from
March 29th, 2003 comparing the results from MPL backscatter, MPL cloud base height,
MWR water vapor amount and SMOS surface temperature, with ICI residual radiance to
obtain ICI cloud amount are shown below.
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Figure 4.10: Micropulse Lidar backscatter

Figure 4.11: Micropulse Lidar cloud base height
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Using the MWR and surface temperature data (shown below) and the MODTRAN
modeled equations (equations 4.8 to 4.11 used appropriately), the ICI residual radiance
and cloud amount were obtained.
Figure 4.12: Microwave Radiometer water vapor along line-of-site path

Figure 4.13: Surface temperature time series from SMOS
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Figure 4.14: ICI residual cloud radiance

Figure 4.15: ICI cloud amount
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The uncertainty due to system calibration, water-vapor radiance dependence on camera
bandwidth, instrument drift, and presence of aerosols should be taken into consideration
as these factors sometimes cause the ICI algorithms to incorrectly identify a cloud. Using
a threshold of 2.65 W/(m2 sr) sometimes overestimates the presence of clouds, when only
aerosol/haze signatures cause the residual radiance to rise above the determined
threshold. On other occasions this threshold may fail to identify thin high clouds.
An example of the presence of haze is given below in figures 4.16 and 4.17, with
the ICI recording a residual radiance of 4.45 W/(m2 sr) at 0930 UTC on April 13th 2003
and the MPL backscatter plot showing thick aerosols almost throughout the day, but no
clouds during the time of concern. The lidar sees high cirrus clouds after 1200 UTC. The
MWR recorded a total integrated water vapor of 1.656 cm (quite a humid spring day) and
the surface temperature from the meteorological system was approximately 200C.
Figure 4.16: ICI Oklahoma image of residual radiance at 0930 UTC on April 13th 2003
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Figure 4.17: MPL backscatter on April 13th 2003

Using a larger threshold sometimes fails to detect the presence of cirrus clouds
that can be seen clearly in the ICI image, but these clouds have a residual radiance less
than the threshold, so the algorithm fails to identify them. For example, the residual
radiance image from April 7th 2003 at 1508 UTC shows an average value of 0.682 W/(m2
sr) but we can clearly see a cloud in the image (cloud residual radiance is ~2 W/(m2 sr)).
The MPL saw high clouds at about 7 km at the same time. The precipitable water vapor
amount at this time was 0.949 cm.
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Figure 4.18: ICI Oklahoma residual radiance image at 1508 UTC on April 7th 2003

Figure 4.19: MPL cloud base height time series for April 7th 2003
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Although a threshold of 2.65 W/(m2 sr) might not work during some time periods
it was found to be the best threshold to use without being biased towards seeing too many
clouds or clear sky. So, using this “cloud/no cloud” threshold of 2.65, cloud statistics
have been calculated for the available data from Barrow and Oklahoma. A comparison of
these statistics to those obtained from only one ICI pixel, and to MPL cloudiness has also
been estimated and the results are discussed in the next chapter. An analysis of thresholds
for the Oklahoma data is discussed in more detail at the end of chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
Cloud Statistics
Cloud statistics and cloud amount can provide important information to climate
models to help understand the role of clouds in atmospheric radiation. Using the data
analysis methods described in the previous chapter, weekly and monthly cloud statistics
for data collected during the Barrow and Oklahoma deployments are given below. These
statistics are based on the fraction of an image that is cloudy i.e. the percentage of the
number of pixels that have a cloud residual radiance greater than 1.5 W/(m2 sr) for
Barrow and 2.65 W/(m2 sr) for Oklahoma, divided by the total number of pixels in an
image. In the cloud statistics histograms shown here, 0-10% represents clear sky and 90100% represents the entire ICI image having clouds. A point to be noted in the results
from both experiments is that the statistics can change if the cloud-identification
threshold is varied.
The statistics are based on water vapor information obtained from Microwave
Radiometer (MWR) data, and a comparison of statistics obtained by using water vapor
information from radiosondes for the same time period (for Barrow data only) is also
shown. There is a slight difference in the statistics using the two sources of water vapor
data, since radiosonde data are available only twice a day, while the MWR gives a 24hour time series of water vapor information. A comparison of spatial cloud statistics and
statistics obtained by considering only a single pixel in an image is also described later
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in this chapter. This comparison allows us to investigate the validity of the assumption
made by single-pixel instruments, that temporal statistics are equal to spatial statistics
(Taylor’s hypothesis) under certain atmospheric conditions.
Barrow Experiment
Although the ICI was deployed from mid-February to mid-May, the statistics
begin from the middle of March because the radiometer from which we obtained our
water vapor information was functioning without problems only at this time period. The
statistics in figure 5.1 show that the third week of March had mostly clear skies, turning
to mostly cloudy skies during the end of the month, and again turning to clear skies in the
first week of April. The next couple of weeks have nearly equal distribution of clear and
cloudy skies, with relatively short transition periods. The last week of April extending to
early May again transforms to mostly cloudy. The statistics using water vapor
information from radiosondes (figures 5.2 and 5.4) instead of from MWR’s gives a
similar result as explained above, but with comparatively less or no transition times. This
may be because of the more frequent availability of the radiometer water vapor
information.
The monthly statistics for the same data given in figure 5.3 shows that March had
40% cloudy skies, while April had 60% cloudy skies. In a study of Arctic cloud
characteristics during the 1997-1998 SHEBA project, Intrieri et al. (2002) determined
that the monthly-averaged cloud occurrence increased form 80% in March to almost 90%
in April. The results from ICI show a similar trend in increasing cloudiness but with
lower values and this may be owing to the differences in location, the ICI being deployed
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in Barrow (coastal) and the SHEBA measurements being taken on the Arctic Ocean.
Furthermore, the data from ICI in March is limited to only about half a month.

Frequency of occurrence

Figure 5.1: Weekly cloud statistics using MWR water vapor information
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Frequency of occurence

Figure 5.2: Weekly statistics with radiosonde water vapor information
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Figure 5.3: Monthly cloud statistics using water vapor information from MWR
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Figure 5.4: Monthly cloud statistics using radiosonde water vapor information
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Oklahoma Experiment
The same calculations as explained above for Barrow data were carried out for the
data collected from the Oklahoma experiment, but with the temperature-dependent water
vapor correction. The statistics look similar to those obtained from Barrow, with mostly
clear and/or cloudy skies and few transition periods. Weekly and monthly cloud statistics
for late February, March, and April are shown below.
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Figure 5.5: Weekly statistics for February and March 2003
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Figure 5.6: Weekly statistics for April 2003
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Figure 5.7: Monthly cloud statistics for March and April 2003
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The weekly statistics show that March had mostly cloudy skies turning into equal
occurrences of clear and cloudy skies during the last week. The statistics from April also
show that the first three weeks were mostly cloudy. The overall monthly statistics depict
that both March and April were approximately 50% cloudy. The monthly frequency of
sky cover derived from the value-added product of the broadband shortwave radiometers
used in the SGP ARM site show that over a period of 6 years from 1996 to 2001, the
monthly overcast sky varied from 45 to 25% for both March and April and the trend of
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seeing mostly clear and/or cloudy skies is similar to what is seen by the ICI ( Gaustad and
Long, 2002).
Taylor’s Hypothesis
Taylor’s hypothesis states that the covariance in time is related to the covariance
in space by the speed of the mean flow, when the turbulence is small compared to the
mean flow. Sun and Thorne (1995) have shown that this hypothesis can be applied to
obtain spatial cloud statistics from zenith observations, but may not hold under certain
conditions. According to their study, Taylor’s hypothesis does not hold for dissipating or
developing clouds, multi-layered clouds, and when the wind speed and direction are
changing. But these clouds also play an important role in affecting the atmospheric
radiation and most cloud measuring-instruments today have a single zenith view or the
spatial imaging instruments use different techniques to measure clouds at day and night
(like the WSI) and have difficulties measuring clouds at sunrise and sunset.
Spatially resolving instruments like the ICI measure clouds with no difference in
daytime and nighttime measurement sensitivities and give spatial averages of clouds
directly from the measured radiance, without invoking Taylor’s hypothesis. To look for a
difference in cloud statistics between zenith-viewing and spatially-resolving instruments,
the statistics from a single pixel in the ICI images were compared with those obtained
from the entire field-of-view; i.e. 320 × 236 pixels. The single pixels were identified as
cloud or no-cloud using the cloud-identifying threshold and the percentage of the number
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of “cloudy” pixels in all images from a day, week, and month were calculated. The same
was done for spatial cloud statistics.
Frequency of occurrence of clouds (%)
=(

no.ofimages

∑ (∑

Cloudy Pixels in image x)) ÷ (Total number of pixels) × 100

x =1

The cloud statistics from Barrow and Oklahoma experiments obtained by considering a
single pixel in the ICI image and the entire image are given below.
Barrow Results
Figure 5.8: Daily cloud statistics from the entire image and from a single pixel in ICI
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Figure 5.9: Weekly cloud statistics from the entire image and a single pixel
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Figure 5.10: Monthly cloud statistics
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Oklahoma Results
Figure 5.11: Daily statistics from the entire image for February, March, and April 2003
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Figure 5.12: Daily statistics from one pixel in an image for February, March, and April
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Figure 5.13: Weekly statistics from entire image and one pixel
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Figure 5.14: Monthly statistics from the entire image and one pixel
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The above comparison of cloud statistics is similar to deriving statistics from
imaging sensors and single- pixel, zenith-viewing sensors. Since different instruments use
different techniques to identify clouds and since there is always the uncertainty of what
exactly is defined as a cloud by each instrument, we used the same data from ICI to find
probable differences between cloud statistics that will be seen by spatial instruments and
single-pixel instruments. The above results show that single-pixel measurements almost
always underestimate cloudiness and this result is seen to be consistent in both the
Barrow and Oklahoma experimental results of daily, weekly, and monthly cloud
statistics. As an example, the daily statistics from Barrow show that the mean cloudiness
from an entire image (mid March to early May) is 61.88%, while that from single pixel is
55.63%. In Oklahoma the daily, full-image statistics for April show 61.47% cloudiness,
while those from single pixel show clouds 54.91% of the time.
Cloud Type
Different sky conditions have been identified for the data collected from the
Oklahoma experiment, based on the residual radiance values that were calculated after
the temperature-dependant water vapor correction. Four types of conditions, clear sky,
uncertain (may be fog, aerosols, thin clouds, or instrument calibration uncertainty), thin
clouds, and thick clouds have been picked out. The different thresholds and sky
conditions are given below.
¾ 0 – 1 W/m2 sr

--------------- Clear Sky

¾ > 1 – 2.65 W/m2 sr --------------- Uncertain (maybe aerosols, fog, or thin clouds)
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¾ > 2.65 – 5.5 W/m2 sr ----------- Thin clouds
¾ > 5.5 W/m2 sr

------------ Thick clouds

A histogram (figure 5.15) of monthly cloud type shows that there were mostly thick
clouds in March (with a variability in sky condition of 19.8%), and mostly thin clouds
were prevalent in April (34.82%), with a variability in sky condition of about 26.384%.
Since most of this variability was included as ‘clear’ in the percent cloudiness
calculations, there is a probability that the other instruments interpreted this as clouds.
This variability is reflected in the scatter plots (discussed next) with ICI showing
different cloudiness for different thresholds.
Figure 5.15: Sky condition based on cloud type for the Oklahoma Data.
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Note that the cloud statistics derived previously have been calculated by assuming
that all the pixels with residual radiance greater than 2.65 W/(m2 sr) are clouds, although
this may not be true in certain cases (as explained at the end of chapter 4). For residual
radiance values greater than the threshold of 2.65, some images actually show the
presence of ‘what looks like clouds’ but is actually haze. Similarly for residual radiance
values greater than 2.65, cirrus clouds may be overlooked.
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Figure 5.16: Daily cloud type in Oklahoma for March 2003
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Figure 5.17: Daily cloud type in Oklahoma for April 2003
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To avoid both missing cirrus and incorrectly identifying aerosol/haze as a cloud, it is
possible to modify the cloud classification algorithm. By reading the aerosol backscatter
value from MPL data and checking for high returns at the bottom 1km, we could increase
the threshold in periods of thick haze. Similarly, we could reduce the threshold if the
MPL sees high clouds, or if there is a low mean value of residual radiance with a
significant pixel-to-pixel variance. Doing this would increase the probability of seeing all
types of clouds that visible imagers see, and eliminate the thick fog or haze layers from
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being classified as clouds. It is interesting to note that visible imagers follow a similar
procedure to avoid classifying aerosol or haze as clouds, since the haze has a red-blue
ratio that looks like clouds (Dr. Chuck Long, personal communication, March 2004).
Comparison of Clouds Measured with other Sensors
The ICI cloud amount obtained from the whole image was compared to that
obtained from a single pixel in the ICI image and to the MPL cloud amount. The scatter
plots of cloud amounts from ICI-entire image and ICI-single pixel, from both Barrow and
Oklahoma data, are given in figures 5.18 and 5.19, respectively. The ICI-ICI plots have a
correlation coefficient of 0.9768 and 0.9877 for Barrow and Oklahoma data respectively,
and a RMS difference of 10.163 and 7.689, respectively.
Figure 5.18: Scatter plot for Barrow ICI cloud amount (Number of data points = 47)
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Figure 5.19: Scatter plot for Oklahoma ICI cloud amount (Number of data points = 47)

The comparisons show that the cloud amount is slightly more biased towards the ICI
entire image cloud amount, in accordance with the calculated cloud statistics explained
earlier. That is the single-pixel measurements tend to slightly underestimate cloudiness.
The Micropulse Lidar (MPL) is a zenith-viewing instrument with a detector fieldof-view of 100µrad for measuring cloud-base heights. To obtain the amount of cloud
measured by MPL, the percentage of time this lidar recorded a cloud, as opposed to
seeing clear sky, was calculated. Figure 5.20 shows that in Barrow MPL recorded more
cloudiness than ICI. Note that different instruments have varying definitions for
identifying a cloud, and the MPL might have seen “diamond dust” as clouds in the
Arctic. The scatter plot has a correlation coefficient of 0.787 and a RMS difference of
25.73.
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Figure 5.20: Scatter plot of ICI Vs MPL cloud amount in Barrow, Alaska

The same comparison for data collected from the Oklahoma experiment shows a
slightly different result. The MPL values were compared with ICI percent cloudiness
calculated for four different thresholds (1.5, 2.65. 4.0 and 5.5 W/(m2 sr)). The data points
in the scatter plot (figure 5.21) with ICI threshold of 1.5 W/(m2 sr) are biased toward ICI,
with ICI recording more clouds than MPL, which is because the low ICI threshold causes
haze to be identified as clouds. The scatter plot with ICI threshold of 5.5 W/(m2 sr)
(figure 5.22) shows that MPL sees more clouds than ICI, as this threshold is too high and
eliminates most of the clouds that ICI sees. The two plots have a correlation coefficient of
0.6298 and 0.7782, with RMS differences of 32.892 and 29.893, respectively. The
number of data points is 47 and includes data from March to late April (each point is an
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average of the cloudiness for one day, using data only at times when both the sensors
were operating).
Figure 5.21: Scatter Plot of MPL and ICI percent cloudiness with threshold
of 1.5 W/(m2 sr)

Figure 5.22: Scatter Plot of MPL and ICI percent cloudiness with threshold
of 5.5 W/(m2 sr)
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Using the threshold of 2.65 (figure 5.23) tends to see most of the cirrus clouds but
sometimes detects haze as clouds, and using 4.00 (figure 5.24) as a threshold completely
misses the presence of thin high clouds.
Figure 5.23: Scatter Plot of MPL and ICI percent cloudiness with threshold of
2.65 W/(m2 sr) (correlation coefficient = 0.7522; RMS difference = 24.501)

The data points for April 1st and 22nd, 2004, during periods of high clouds, have good
correlation when the threshold is 2.65 and they tend to move towards less ICI cloudiness
when the threshold is increased, as can be seen from figures 5.23 and 5.24. Similarly, the
data points for March 13th and April 14th move from almost 85% cloudy in ICI (when
MPL saw only ~40% clouds and lots of aerosols) to less than 65% clouds when the
threshold is increased to 4.0 W/(m2 sr). This shows that a constant threshold may not
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work for entire months of data, especially when the atmospheric conditions are widely
varying. The fact that MPL might miss scattered clouds should also be taken into
consideration. A varying threshold should solve most of the problem in identifying all
clouds without classifying haze as clouds.
Figure 5.24: Scatter Plot of MPL and ICI percent cloudiness with threshold of
4.0 W/(m2 sr) (correlation coefficient = 0.7769; RMS difference = 26.61)

Although there were calibration problems with ICI owing to the widely varying
temperatures and probably due to the presence of only one blackbody, the present ICI
system with two blackbodies is expected to remove most of these uncertainties in
calibration. With long-term deployment of ICI, and a more robust algorithm with varying
threshold in accordance with the changing atmospheric conditions, yearly cloud statistics
that will provide useful information for climate models can be obtained and the deviation
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seen in comparison with zenith-viewing instruments and their effect on results from
climate models can be studied extensively.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Infrared Cloud Imager (ICI) has been successfully deployed in the widely
varying environments of the Arctic and the Mid-latitude plains, and has performed
effectively. Since it was primarily built to withstand the cold Arctic winter, there were a
few temperature-related issues when it was deployed in the plains, but they were easily
resolved, and now with a few modifications to the instrument housing it is possible to
deploy ICI in most conditions. Cloud statistics and cloud amount have been calculated
with the available data and they are comparable to data from other instruments. One of
the main reasons for the differences seen is because ICI has a fairly large field-of-view
compared to other zenith-viewing instruments and it measures downwelling radiance of
the atmosphere and clouds, with no difference in measurement sensitivity or threshold at
day and night, unlike the other imaging instruments. The results of comparing the
statistics from the entire ICI image with those derived from a single pixel in the ICI
image show that single-pixel, zenith-viewing instruments tend to underestimate cloud
cover. Studying diurnal cloud variability and the variation in cloud characteristics and
properties during the hours of sunrise and sunset, when other instruments have problems
measuring clouds, may give us important results that can be used in climate models.
The declining cost of micobolometer detectors now makes it possible to deploy an
array of these systems in nearly any location. The previous deployments have helped us
overcome barriers and modify ICI into a more robust system. Currently, the ICI is being
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deployed in Barrow, Alaska from early March to early April 2004, and this secondgeneration system will be operating with two blackbody targets instead of just one. This
arrangement should largely reduce much of the pixel-to-pixel variation and the
calibration uncertainty. With careful water vapor correction techniques and consideration
of the water vapor and carbon dioxide radiance dependence on temperature, a more
robust and consistent cloud classification with less uncertainty can be obtained with the
measured data. It is possible to do water vapor correction with measured relative
humidity and surface temperature values, or with the help of scale height measurements,
and this will largely reduce the ICI’s dependence on other instruments for water vapor
information.
A modification of the cloud-classifying algorithm so that cirrus clouds are
detected and haze is not is a future necessity. This can be done by varying the threshold
for each image (instead of a constant threshold for the entire data set, as used at present),
based on aerosol backscatter and by calculating the pixel-to-pixel variance of an image
when the mean is lower than a predetermined value.
The future versions of ICI with wide-angle imaging capability will make it
possible to obtain cloud cover of the entire sky dome or at least a significant fraction of
the sky. Using ICI for Earth-Space laser communication to establish free-space optical
links, and testing its sensitivity to measure cirrus clouds and aerosols are future
possibilities. With possible yearlong measurements, consistent day-night performance,
and good water vapor correction techniques independent of the deployment site, the
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Infrared Cloud Imager (ICI) has a great future of being one of the best cloud measuring
instruments in the world.
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS
AERI

Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer

AGL

Above Ground Level

ARM

Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program

ARSCL

Active Remote Sensing Cloud Layer

AVHRR

Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer

CCD

Charge Coupled Device

CIC-IOP

Cloudiness Inter-Comparison Intensive Operational Period

CRL

Communications Research Laboratory

DOE

U.S Department of Energy

ETL

Environmental Technology Laboratory

FIRE

First ISCCP (International Satellite Cloud Climatology
Project) Regional Experiment

FPA

Focal Plane Array

GCM

General Circulation Model

ICI

Infrared Cloud Imager

ISI

Inter-Symbol Interference

LANDSAT MSS

Land remote-sensing Satellite Multi-Spectral Scanner

MMCR

Millimeter Wavelength Cloud Radar

MODTRAN

MODerate resolution TRANsmittance code

MPL

Micro-Pulse Lidar

MWR

Microwave Radiometer
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS – CONTINUED
NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NEP

Noise Equivalent Power

NER

Noise Equivalent Radiance

NETD

Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NSA

North Slope of Alaska

NSF

National Science Foundation

ONR

Office of Naval Research

PFRR

Poker Flat Research Range

ROIC

Read-Out Integrated Circuit

SGP

Southern Great Plains

SHEBA

Surface HEat Budget of the Arctic

SMOS

Surface Meteorological Observing System

TEC

Thermoelectric Cooler

TSI

Total Sky Imager

TWP

Tropical Western Pacific

UTC

Universal Time Coordinates

VCEIL

Vaisala CEILometer

WMO

World Meteorological Organization

WSI

Whole Sky Imager

